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Vytru’s RVC is a Room Video Conferencing system that is purpose-built for Microsoft Lync to enable group HD Face-to-Face video communication and 

content collaboration. 

What is Vytru’s RVC in one sentence?  

RVC is a group collaboration solution that combines Vytru’s powerful software features and industry-leading audio and video hardware to enhance the 

conference room experience and make organizations more connected and productive. RVC engages latest technologies to deliver a totally-new video 

collaboration experience for the users. RVC Series empowers a native integration with Microsoft Lync that reserves Presence, Contacts, Click-to-Join 

Meetings, IM, and Content Sharing. The integration it offers with Exchange presents a revamped experience of the calendar and meetings view for meeting 

attendees. RVC is a comprehensive video conferencing solution that addresses Lync video conferencing needs for businesses of all sizes. 

What is RVC in one paragraph? 

Vytru Room Video Conferencing for Microsoft Lync is an ideal solution for organizations that have deployed Microsoft Lync to help individuals and groups 

connect and collaborate across different office locations and countries through their video conference rooms. RVC is ideal for businesses of all size from 

small, to midsize, to large enterprises who need to leverage this platform to connect their employees with video conferencing.

Who needs RVC? 

It works as a turnkey video conference room system for Microsoft Lync which turns your conference rooms into Lync-enabled rooms. 

It does not need additional MCUs or Gateways in order to work, this puts an end to the interoperability challenges thanks to its native integration with 

Microsoft Lync. 

RVC solves communications problems of organization with multiple office locations and connects their teams with HD face-to-face video 

communication and content collaboration as well. 

What problems does RVC solve? 

RVC leverages and extends the organization’s investment in Microsoft Lync as a unified platform for communication and collaboration. 

What benefits does RVC provide? 
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RVC solves the following problems:  

Since RVC does not ship with the displays, it keeps the organization’s investments in TV displays and Projectors because it is ready to work on any 

screen size and resolution and supports multiple displays as well.

RVC is very easy to use and requires no user training which means you get group video and content collaboration on day one. 

Simple to deploy an configure by IT Admins and IT teams because it is a native Microsoft Lync solution and integrates into the Lync 2013 

environment and existing infrastructures.

RVC is cost-effective when compared to other available Lync Room Systems in the market. 

Regardless of your Lync deployment type, the RVC system offers flexible deployment options for Lync on premises and online.

Full and familiar Lync experience including Presence, Contacts, Video, Audio, IM, and Content Sharing which gives a unique meeting 

experience.
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What are the most useful features of RVC? 

RVC System is built with Smart Display features that detects whether single or dual display is connected and adjust the interface 
accordingly. Smart Display also adapts the resolution of the interface to fit your screen resolution. Yet this makes it flexible to attach your 
favorite screen size and setup and keeps investment in existing screens. 

Smart Display

RVC Series introduces USB 1080p Pan Tilt Zoom HD Conference Cameras that produces crystal-clear face-to-face video collaboration. With 
PTZ, you can move the camera around for the best location and zoom in and out. You can control the camera using the remote control or the 
user interface. (Research on content for PTZ). 

Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) HD Conference Camera

You cannot only control your own conference camera, with RVC you can also control the far camera as well. (More information on Far Camera 
Control). 

Near and Far Camera Control

If you have connected more than one Camera to the RVC system, you can easily toggle between the cameras and select the video source that 
you need to stream the video content. 

Change Video Source

Bring your own content on a laptop or notebook and share it with everyone one either in the room or on a conference call. With HDMI 
grabber, you can stream content right from your laptop to the RVC screen. This content can be displayed on the room itself or can be shared 
with other on a Lync conference call.

In-Room Sharing

With Vytru’s smart RVC Content Viewer, content your flash drive to the system and Viewer will detect PowerPoint presentations and upload 
them to the meeting ready for you to share. You can also open up the viewer and select the files that you need to share. You can open more 
than one file at a time and toggle between them, or close them as well. 

Smarter Content Sharing

You can have a quick glimpse of today’s meetings from the Calendar view on the Start Screen. Not only you see what meetings you have for 
today, you can also see the meeting organizer and the meeting attendees as well with contact photo, names, titles, and presence. You are one 
tap or click away from joining any meeting from the Start Screen. You can open the Calendar for a monthly or daily view of your meetings. 

Calendar

With one tap on the Contacts Card from the Start Screen, you can access the Contact Groups that 
will show your Lync users. The Contact Card dispalys contact image, name, job title, and presence. 
Click on the Contact Card and start IM, Audio, or Video Call. The Contacts Card now dispalys 
Contact Groups and Distribution Groups as well. You can also sort users by Presence, Relationship, 
or Groups. 

Contacts View, Enhanced

With the use of Charmz Bar built into our RVC system, the user interface has become easier and navigation on a Video Conference System 
became like it has never been easier before. The Charmz bar is built to enhance navigation, manage notification, and handle incoming calls 
and requests. It delivers an experience that does not interfere with your existing actions on the device. When you need it, you can call it. It 
also delivers quick and clear notifications on the system health, Lync connection, and incoming calls. 

Our Simple User Interface, Got More Simpler

We all need to make sure we look pretty good before starting that video conference call, and because the first impression always matter. It is 
now better than before to preview your camera settings, and adjust how the camera looks like. You can also change the video source by 
changing the video device from the Video Control and Preview. 

Video Device Control and Preview
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Get in touch with us:

sales@vytru.com1.408.520.0966

www.facebook.com/Vytru.uc
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The RVC codec features Intel’s Next Unit of Computing which is a small PC form factor that is a powerhouse of performance 
and speed. The RVC Codec runs Vytru’s purpose-built software for Microsoft Lync, the VC-40. 

RVC Codec

Logitech ConferenceCam CC3000e offers a Razor-sharp ZEISS® glass lens withautofocus keeps you and your viewers fully 
visible at all times, 1080p HD resolution gives you a quality modern video experience, and 10x lossless zoom lets you see and 
interact with everyone at the table. The 90-degree field of view with mechanical 260-degree pan and 130-degree tilt is ideal 
for mid-sized group meetings, allowing you and your colleagues to interact with everyone as if you were in the room 
together.

HD 1080p PTZ Conference Camera

Omni-directional full duplex mics will enable you and your fellow conferees to clearly 
converse, from a 20-foot diameter around the base, without having to use bulky mic pods or wires. You’ll  swear the 
conversations are happening in the same room!

Audio System 

Sit back and relax and enjoy a new experience of Lync video conferencing with Vytru’s AirControl. With in-air motion-sensing 
technology, AirControl recognizes your gestures and uses your hand movements so you can interact with the RVC system. You 
can start meetings, share content, annotate presentations, or collaborate on the whiteboard from up to 100 feet away with just 
the wave of your hand. AirControl also interacts with the on-screen full keyboard so you can search for Lync contacts or type 
Instant Messages very easily.

AirControl Remote Controller 

Each package includes all necessary cables and accessories for a complete system setup. 
Cables and Accessories 

What is in the box? 


